
 

 

 

 

 

 

Virtual Learning – Tactical Analysis 

Match – 2018 World Cup Quarter Final – France v Argentina 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kw8z_7u3X0g&t=1883s – Full Match 
The match is sped up slightly, go to settings on the bottom right of the video and change the playback 
speed to 0.75 to change it back to normal. 
 

Tactical Session 7 – Attacking Movement 

Learning Outcomes  

1) Be able to identity quality attacking movement 

2) Critically analyze high level teams and players and be able to understand performance levels in 

relation to attacking movement 

3) Develop knowledge of the game at the highest level  

The Session 

We will continue watching one of the world cup quarter finals from 2018 with eventual winners France 

taking on Messi’s Argentina! The unique aspect of watching this match is that the camera angle is from 

above so we can see the entire pitch all the time, this is also known as tactical cam. In this session we 

will watch the last 22 minutes of the 1st half, answer the following questions on both teams! 

1) Identify a moment where a player on France makes an intelligent attacking movement to try 

and get in behind the Argentina back line. 

2) Identify a moment where a player on Argentina makes an intelligent attacking movement to try 

and get in behind the France back line. 

3) Find a moment where an attacking player on either team shows disguise in his movement. For 

example showing to feet and then spinning in behind. 

4) Find a moment where an attacking player makes multiple runs. For example a player initially 

makes a run in behind, then gets back on side and makes a run inside to move into a pocket of 

space in front of the defenders. 

ECNL Players – Send responses to Jamie Bladen Jamie.bladen@fcwisconsinsoccer.com 

RCP Players – Send responses to Neil Tolson neil.tolson@fcwisconsinsoccer.com 

    #FCFamilyDoesMore 
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